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Introduction 

This report is a short summary of a many years' research work, done 
by the author and BELA S_(~fSONDI-KISS, the aim of ·which "was to elaborate 
a new, coherent, technological and economic approach to solving problems 
of mass-housing in developing countries. 

It is designed to give only an indication of how non-tectonic systems 
may be conceived. The emphasis ,,-ill, therefore, be on illustrating the prin
ciples. 

The report is divided in two parts corresponding to the main - theoret
ical and practical - aspects of the problem. 

Part I - Theory of non-tectonic structures -

is devoted to an analysis of non-tectonic systems. This part is pre
dominantly concerned with ideas and their clarification. The meaning of the 
terms used to express concepts is described, and an illustration of these terms 
by drawing has also been given. 

The headings on each page follow the train of thought. 

Part II - The experimental, non-tectonic structural unit -

deals ,,,-ith the implementation of the theory of non-tectonic systems 
to the design, manufacture and assembly of non-tectonic building com
ponents through giving a report on the laboratory experiments. This part is 
divided in three sections corresponding to the main - design, manufacture, 
assembly - aspects of the subject. Verbal description of the sequence of 
operations is illustrated by drawings and photographs. 

* Abridged text of a report prepared for UNIDO in 1971. 
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Part I 

GENERAL PROBLEMS OF THE THEORY 
OF NON-TECTONIC STRUCTURES 

1. The Principle of Tectonics 
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In traditional tectonic structures. emphasis is 
on the load-bearing elements. Since these ele
ments are not finally shaped, therefore 

architectural variability is created through addi
tivityof individually l~'orkable tectonic building 
elements. 

}fodern manufactured tectonic systems put the 
emphasis on the usual manufacture of the 
frame (i.e. of universally accepted load-bearing 
elements as beams, blocks, panels, slabs, box 
units, etc.). Since all these manufactured ele
ments are finally shaped, therefore 

architectural variability is based on the addi
tivity of individually unlcorkable manufactured 
tectonic building components. 

As known to all, traditional building as a 
process is based on the axiom of tectonics. 
This simply means that 

you first put down an element (i.e., a 
piece of stone, a column, etc.) strong 
enough to support, and then you place on 
it something to be supported. 

Now, exactly the same principle is applied 
in the age of industrialized building. This 
means actually that ~ 

you first put down an element (i.e. a 
column, a block, a large panel etc.) which 
is manufactured (in the factory or on the 
site), again strong enough to support, and 
then you place on it another, also manu
factured element (a beam, a floor slab, etc.) 
to be supported. The axiom of tectonics, in 
other words: the simple principle of putting 
load-bearing elements on one another (ac
cording, of course, to a certain order). 
This is the essence of eyerv tectonic struc
ture. be it traditional or industrialized. 
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2. What is meant hy non-tectonic structures? 

Now, the question raised at the yery beginning of our research was 
the foIlo'wing: 

can -"\\"e achieve a really fundamental change in the building industry 
through changing the principle of construction? or in other words 
is the axiom of tectonics in the agc of industrialized building the only 
possihle axiom of building or can it he substituted hy other principlts, 
and if yes, by what principles and ho-"\\"? 

and this is how we finally came first to develop the theory of non-tectonic 
structures, and then, to establish the first non-tectonic, industrialized system, 
the tissue-structural, cellular hnilding method. 

First of all, we changed the principle of construction through s"itching 
over from the use of manufactured tectonic structures to non-tectonic systems. 
This is done as follows: 

As opposed to any other manufactured 
tectonic system, in which the emphasis is 
always put on the usual manufacture of 
the frame, that is. on the manufacture of 
the components of the load.bearing strllc
tllre; 

the non-tectonic system puts the empha
sis of manufacture of the surface, th:1t 
is. on the manufacture of the non·load
bearing surface elements, and 

in;:tead of manufacturing heavy, load
bearing tectonic beams, wall or floor ele
men ts, etc., light, non-load-bearing, non
tectonic surfaces of beams. walls. floors. 
etc. are mass·produced. - - -

3. An architectural prohlem: aesthetic neutrality; 
systems of tectonic and non-tectonic bricks 

The change-oyer from the present tectonic structures to non-tectonic 
systems means a qualitatiye change in the industrialization of huilding, in 
so far as it creates a real technical hasis for raisinO" the level of huildinO" in-o 0 

dustry from the present stage of mechanization-hased, building represented hy 
the housing factories to-wards that of "Gutenherg-principled" huilding repre
sented hy the "blind manufacture" of non-tectonic elements. 
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Let us first examine the features of these two fundamentally different 
conceptions. 

Mechanization-hased huilding breaks up the final product, that is, the 
building, into large-size tectonic elements, of parameter size in two direc
tions. The elementary part, the large panel is a structural element. This means 
the smallest unit for manufacture. 

The large panel actually is a finally shaped, 
load-bearing, manufactured tectonic brick 
and as such, it is semantically meaningful. 
This means that aesthetically - from the 
aspect of architecture it is not neutral, 
since, as opposed to the traditional brick, 
it is not only a part but a determinant 
part of the building, consequently it de
finitely influences the final shape of the 
building. 
Systems of tectonic bricks inevitably create 
closed systems. 

The "Gutenherg-principled" building breaks up the final product, that 
is, the building, into medium-size, non-tectonic elements of parameter size 
in one direction. 

The elementary part is a surface element. This means the smallest 
unit for manufacture. 
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The surface element actually is a finally sha
ped, non-load-bearing, manufactured non
tectonic brick, and as such, it is semanti
cally meaningless. Thus, from an architeetu
ral point of view it is neutral since - simi
larly to the traditional brick - it is only 
a part of the building but not a determi
nant part; it does not influence the final 
shape of the building. 
The aesthetic neutrality of non-tectonic 
bricks is based on the nemrality of the sur
face, and this explains why in all these sys
tems it is practically irrelevant whether 
we produce elements of wall or elements 
of floor, the surface being the same in 
either case. Systems of non-tectonic bricks 
operate , .. ith open systems. 
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4. Why we call the manufacture 
of non-tectonic bricks "blind manufacture" 

Mechanization-based building operates with 
systems of tectonic bricks. 

You cannot start, hcwever, the process of 
manufacture of tectonic bricks unless you see 
the completed whole, that is, the final 
product: the building. This means that you 
not only have to know the ground plans, 
sections, etc., but to see all the details of 
the manufactured elements as well. 
The manufacture of systems of tectonic 
bricks spells closed-system industrializa
tion. The housing factories see the final 
product. ~ 

The Gutenberg-principled building operates 
"lvith systems of non-tectonic bricks. 
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WALL element 
You start out directly from the elements 
since the manufacture of non-tectonic 
bricks is not bound to the knowledge of 
the completed whole, i.e. the final product. 
All you have to know is the system of 
grids on plan and in section, because the 
manufactured non-tectonic surface elements 
,.ill fit into that grid system anyway. 
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The manufacture of systems of non-tectonic bricks spells open-system 
industrialization. The factory does not see the final product. 

The manufacture of non-tectonic bricks means "blind manufacture". 
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5. Why we call the process 
of non-tectonic huilding "Gutenherg-principled" huilding 

The "Alphahet" and the "Typography" of the structural system 

We haye already seen that in non-tectonic systems the semantically 
meaningless surface elements are not bound to a particular building. This, 
however, means that the building method actually transplants the well
known Gutenherg-principle to the building industry simply by creating a 
ne'w approach to fragmentation, basis of any kind of mechanization. 
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Similarly to the letters of the 
phonetic alphabet - or more 
accurately - similarly to the 
types of the printed ~phabet 
- which in themselyes haye 
no meaning yet allow anY 
kind of te;ts 'to be printed; 
the elements of the non
tectonic system are no struc
tures the'mselyes. yet they 
permit to assemble 'any kind 
of structure required for hous
in?: or communal building. 
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In the Gutcnberg-principled building the 
elements - i.e. the non-tectonic bricks -
constitute the letters of the structural 
system. 
This means in other words that the role of 
the non-tectonic bricks in the Gutenberg
principled bnilding corresponds to that ~f 
the movable types in the Gutenberg
principled printing, and this explains why 
by analogy 
we call the non-tectonic bricks the letters 
of the structural system. 

In Gutenberg-principled non-tectonic build
ing the non-tectonic bricks constitute a 
sv;tem. and this explains why, again by 
analogy 

we call the system of non-tectonic bricks 
the alphabet of the structural system, and 
we call the final product - i.e. the build
ing composed of the "letters of the alpha
bet" the typography of the structura I 
system. 
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6. The constancy of the alphahet and the variahility of typography; 
selection of form for non-tectonic elements and structures 
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It is important to note here that as long as the structural system does 
not vary the alphahet keeps constant because it contains the elements - in 
other words: the letters or the non-tectonic bricks - of the structural system. 
This, however, does not apply to the typography. 

The typography varies because - analogically speaking - it is the 
text written or printed 'with the letters - or types - of the alphabet. By "typo
graphy" we always mean a particular huilding composed of the elements of 
the structural system. 

The elements of the Gutenberg-principled building are open elements the 
SLzes and thicknesses of 'which may vary according to requirements because 
the satisfaction of requirements of variability of the elements is based on the 
convertibility of the manufacturing apparatus. 
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J n order to achieve small weight and proper structural rigidity: 
The micro cellular form was chosen for the microstructure, that is, the structure arising 

"Within the non-tectonic wall or floor elements (a), whereas the cellular form of primary structure 
proved the most practical form for the design and assembly of the building (b). 

This means that in the structural system we determined the tissue of the 8tructure 
by the manufactured negative channel system of the gypsum elements, and we determined 
the form of the structure by the cells. 

7. Establishment of a complementary building method; 
the process of non-tectonic building 

In non-tectonic systems, building is a complementary process, that is, 
a process combining the factory production of surface elements with an in-situ 
technology of pouring. 

Let us follow this complementary process first in the factory, then on 

the site. 
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In the factory there are two basic types of operations: 

THE ALPHABET, A. The manufacture of the alphabet. This 
includes the manufacture of all the 
elements (surface of wall, surface of 
floor elements) equivalent to creating 
the system of non-tectonic bricks. 
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B. The preassembly of floor units. In this 
operation, the non-tectonic floor ele
ments are placed first in the reinforcing 
apparatus, constructed so that the 
reinforcement is located at an absolute 
accuracy within the channels. and then 
the cha~lllels are poured out to create 
the microstructure. i.e. the structural 
tissue within the floor unit. element reinforcement tissue 

On the site there are again wto basic types of operations corresponding to 
the complementary character of the building method. It is very important 
to note here that the process of non-tectonic building is exactly the opposite of 
the usual tectonic building, since the sequence of operations is as follows: 

A. The assembly of the sUTface. First 
of all, the surface of the load-bear· 
ing structure is assembled bv es
tablishing a dry contact bet~l'een 
the non-tectonic sUTface elements 
placed in, actually this means to 
create the negative of the load
bearing primary structure, be it 
horizontal or vertical, and then 
in an in-situ operation called 

B. the cycle of pouring, these surface 
elements are united by the pri
mary structure, that is, by the r.c. 
structure poured in between the 
surface elements. 
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8. Essentials of architectural variability in the non-tectonic systems; 
workability of structure and convertibility of the manufacturing apparatus 

In mechanization-based building, the , .. -orkability of a structural system 
can only be scaled by the number of architectural variations possible, which 
in turn is a direct function of the additive (combinatorial) qualities of the 
elements. Now, as opposed to this: 
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the Gutenberg-principled building offers practically unrivalled possibilities to increase 
architectural yariability, because by ha-dng shifted the emphasis of manufacture from the 
load-bearin!! structure to the non-tectonic surface. new. hitherto unrealized features arise 
in reiuforced eoncrete structures: " 

blind manufacture combines thc -workability of the structure with the 
cOllyertibility of the machine; 
whereas in any tectonic system, yariabilitv of thc final product can only be 
based on the additiyity of finally shaped tectonic elements, as 8ho-wn by 
the figure above. 

Appcn:::n.l$ for mO;1ufoc:uring 
bricks 

In the non-tectonic svstems. the surface 
elements themselves become' variable: in 
blind manufacture. the variability of the 
elements will be ba~ed on the convertibility 
of the manufacturing apparatuses and 
therelw the sizes select able for the elements 
may r~ach a maximum. 

Architectural variabilitv in the non-tectonic svstems is founded on a simultaneous work
ability of the structu"re and convertibility 'of the machine. 
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9. The system of douhle co-ordination: a tool for satisfying 
the h\in requirements of planning for change and producing for change 

Now: in order to be able to combine workability of structure (a pre
condition of planning for change) ·with the convertibility of the manufactur
ing apparatus (in turn, a precondition of producing for change) "we elaborated 
the system of double eo-ordinatiou. 

In non-tectonic systems, the shaping of the building, that is, the 
architectural variability, can only be based on the additivity of surface 
elements. Since. however, the elements, that is, the non-tectonic bricks are 
finally shaped, therefore "'we cannot dispense with modular co-ordination, 
that is, a modular reference between the non-tectonic elements and the modular 
grids on the building site. 

As opposed, however, to any other tec
tonic svstem. in the non-tectonic systems 
the ele~nents" themselves are variabie. be
canse the blind manufacture of the ele
ments is based on the convertibility of the 
manufacturing apparatus, and this is why 
we cannot dispense "with submodular co
ordination, that is, a sort of submodular 
reference between the non-tectonic elements 
and the submodular (micro) grid built into 
the apparatus. The ratio of modular to 
submodular (micro) grids can be expressed 
in a simple mathematical form. This for
mula of double co-ordination in our case is 

3~1 = 8mc 

as illustrated bv the figure. This formula 
means that 3"' basic r;;'odule grid units 
(~1 = ~lodule = 10 cm) within the struc
tural system correspond to 8 micro grid 
units (me micro cell 37.5 mm) within 
the manufacturing apparatus. 
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10. Creating monolithic structure through the additivity of surface elements; 
the "span-indifference" and "height-indifference" of non-tectonic systems 

The fact that the shaping of the building - or, more accurately said: 
the construction of modular spaces required for housing - is based on the 
additive quality of surface elements is an extremely important factor from 
design points of view because it not only allows the cells to have additivity 
in two directions but it makes something possible that we could never realize 
in reinforced concrete structures, namely to combine monolithic structure 
with the additive principle of construction. Through this achievement, the 
tissue-structural system introduces two basic innovations into building in
dustry from technical point of view~ "span-indifference" and "height-indif
ference". 
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By keeping the cells, the surface 
elements of the horizontal load
bearing structure, below parameter 
size, the non-tectonic, tissue-struc
tural systems make the span inde
penden t of the structure, the span is 
not a question of manufacture but 
of additivity: instead of manufactur
in!! one large floor slab. we achieve 
th'e same by addithity: of medium 
size cell units (A). 

By keeping constant cross-sections 
for the verticalload-bearin!! structure 
the non-tectonic systems ~ make the 
height of the building independent 
of the elements. The hei!!ht of the 
building is not a questio; of manu
facture but that of keeping constant 
cross-sections. In the non-tectonic 
systems the horizontal and vertical 
addithity of the surface elements 
results in the continuity of the 
primary structure (B). . 
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n. Flexibility through hlind manufacture: 
degree of flexibility in design, detail design and t01t"11 planning 

Having cleared the essential questions of variability and co-ordination, 
we can now determine the de gree of flexibility both in design and detail design 
through selection of proper modular dimensions for the elements, and sub
modular dimensions for the thicknesses of elements. In the non-tectonic 
systems, the satisfaction of requirements of flexibility is closely connected 
to blind manufacture, because any dimension - be it modular or submodular 
- is directly derived from the manufacturing apparatus. 

11 

I I1 I 
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a shows an example of how to establish a 9i\I modular (cellular) flexibility in design 
by selecting 911 and 18~I as two basic horizontal dimensions for wall and cell (floor) elements. 

Bearing in mind that the architectural variability in the non-tectonic systems is 
founded on the twin basis of workability of structure and convertibility of machine, it goes 
"ithout proving that a degree of 3~f, 1.5i\I or even BI cellular flexibility in design can easily 
be achieved - if required. 

h shows an example of how to establish a 1 me = 37.5 mm submodular flexibility in de
tail design, simply by relating all the thicknesses of the elements to the submodular micro-grid. 
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c finally indicates how to provide a technical possibility for the architect to create 
various compositions in town planning whilst using the same technology and the samc grid 
system, and shows cxamples of how to establish a 9!II modular (cellular) flexibility in town 
planning as well. 

Through blind manufacture of surface elements, non-tectonic systems 
do away with type planning in urbanism (since - instead of 'working with 
the huilding - they work with the dwelling as the largest unit of repetition) 
and thus, they significantly increase the numher of possihle yariations on 
layout and therehy they may eliminate the threatening monotony of industrial

ized building in town planning. 

* * * 

12. Lessons and implications of non-tectonic systems: 
the tissue-structural, cellular building method 

The tissue-structural, cellular huilding method is an open Eystem of 
non-tectonic construction, maintaining the Gutenherg principle of fragmenta
tion in production and combining the additivity of surface elements with 
monolithic structure. Tissue-structural systems lead to complementary huild
ing methods in "which the hlind manufacture of non-tectonic hricks is coupled 
with an in-situ technolugy of pouring. 
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13. Changing the principle of construction in reinforced concrete structures: 
the cell and the microcell 

The aim "'was to establish a fundamentally ne"'\\', industrialized building 
method hased on a new approach to reinforced concrete through changing 
the existing principles of construction and tC'chnology. AccoI'Cling to this 
the firEt considcration was that of changing the principle of construction 
'\7e kne"w from the very beginning that "we could not create new systems 
based on reinforced concrete unle;;s we ;;ucceeded in enormously increa;;ing 

the number of variations possihle. 

c 

The thorough analysis of contemporary closed systems clearly shows 
that the tendency towards increasing the spans or the sizes of the ele 
ments runs counter the open-system industrialization anyway. Therefore 
we came to the conclusion that we had to give up the idea of working either 
with the slab (A) or with the hox (B) as principle of construction, and this 
is ho"w we decided to elaborate working with the cell as principle of con
struction (C) for the primary reinforced concrete structure and the microcell 
as principle of manufacture for the non-tectonic hricks and for the reinforced 
concrete microstructure (i.e. the tissue) arising "within the elements (D). 

2 Periomca Polytechnica Architecture 17/4. 
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14. Changing the principle of technology in reinforced concrete structnres: 
the tissue and the frozen shell 

The second consideration was that of changing the principle of technol
ogy. The theory of Gutenberg-principled building conceives each (building) 
technology as a particular language \.,-hich can be translated to the language 
of other (building) technologies. The tissue-structural cellular building method 
was conceived as a translation of the language of steel structures to the lan
guage of reinforced concrete structnres. 

Starting out from this consideration we now carefully examined if we 
could derive solutions of jointing for reinforced concrete technology, similar 
to those of steel constructions - in principle. 

I 

I 

i I 

c 

We came to the conclusion that 
reinforced concrete technology has 
to be transformed: ~. 

first. bv translating the well
kno~vn 'methods of ~jointing, so 
well proyed in steel structures 
(a riveting, b welding, etc.) into 
the language of the reinforced 
concrete~ tis'";;ue (c); 

then. bv translating the well
kno,~'ll forms (profiles, sections 
etc.) so well proved in steel 
structures. into the langua!!e of 
reinforced· concrete st"i=uctures, 
switching oyer from the tradi
tional r.~. structures to the in
homogeneous, anisotropic r.c. fro
zen shell constructions (d, e. f). 

This translation actually is the 
technological essence of the tissue
structures. 
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15. Some remarks on isotropic and anisotropic reinforced concrete structures: 
the two basic tYl1es of anisotropic r.c. structures: 

the tissue and the frozen shell 

A body is said to be isotropic if its physical properties are not dependent 
upou the direction in the body along which they are measured. According 
to this definition, a body is said to be anisotropic if its physical properties 
vary 'with the direction in the body along which they are measured. 

As opposed to traditional r.c. struc
tures representing the homogeneous, 
isotropic, monolithic structures, 
non-tectonic sYstems create inhomo
geneous, anis~tropic, monolithic r.c. 
constructions. They are: 

inhomogeneous. insofar as the final 
structure is composed of two mate
rials (reinforced concrete stabilized 
between surface elements of low 
density); 

anisotropic, since the physical prop
erty of the final r.c. structure varies 
with the direction in the body: 

monolithic, because the additivity of 
surface elements actually leads to 
creating continuous structures. 

Two basic types of anisotropic reinforced concrete structures are: 

11 

2* 

1. The tissue: the r.c. microstructure 
stabilized -witrun the channel-system 
of surface elements. always appear
ing in the form of a r.c. grid re
minding of the form of tissue of 
woven ~cloth. 

2. The frozen shell: the r.c. primary 
structure stabilized between the 
surface elements. Its form is that of 
a steel section or rather of a card
board carton ,v-ith reinforcement led 
around the corners. The frozen shell 
is namely a thin folded r.e. membrane. 
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16. The importance of selecting traditional materials; 
reduction of weight through reduction of material 

In the non-tectonic systems the building material is traditional: it IS 

rt'inforced concrete and gypsum. The selection of traditional hydraulic materi
als (materials stabilized with water) is extremely important in developing 

countries from three points of yiew: 
1. because these traditional (stabilized or reinforced, natural or artificial) 

silicate materials can be found anywhere: 
2. because they eliminate the use of synthetici', ",hi ch at present haye no 

real material or technological basis in deYeloping countries: 
3. because with this technology the 'weight of the structure can he reduced 

significantly. Results of laboratory research show that this reduction may 
hc onc-third to one-fifteenth, as comparcd to traditional structures. This 
result is important he cause it scientifically proyes that the anisotropic 
tissue and shell structures represent the lightest weight constructions 

manufacturable on silicate hasis. 
The significant reduction of weight of building through reduction of material 
- particularly in deyeloping countries - is an extremely important demand 

both from industrial and technological points of yiew: 
1. hecause it radically changes equipment of transportation and hoisting, 

ahsolutely eliminates the use of heay: trucks, trailers, cranes etc., thus 
as opposed to mechanization-hased industrialized systems - it is not 

hound to a built-out infrastructure; 
2. hecause the non-tectonic systems totally eliminate thc long-distancc tram;

portation of heavy elements "with a high degree of readiness, only raw ma
terials are hauled over a long distance, while the lightweight surface ele
ments are transported oyer short distances, and then quickly and easily 

moved, lifted and placed hy t"WO or four men; 
3. in the Gutenherg-principled huilding, the factory itself is transplantahle 

since the simple, light"weight manufacturing apparatuses are constructed 
only of linear elements to be packed fayotuahly, thus when dismounted 

and when transported they cannot get distorted. 

17. The surface as principle of manufacture: 
why surface elements are called "negatives" of the structural system 

"When constructing the system, the final slllface is manufactured first 
this is the process called "blind manufactlue of non-tectonic hricks" -

and then, this casing is filled with thin concrete. Now, irrespectiYe whether 
this process takes place in the factory (as e.g. in the case of floors) or on the 
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site (as in case of walls) the form of the structure will be determined by the 
surface, since the surface is nothing else but the negative of the structure. 
This factor is very important because it means that the design of non-tectonic 
elements is equivalent to designing the negative of the structural system. 

For the manufacture of the surface, a material of lo·w specific gravity 
was chosen of course. Gypsum showed the most suitable. If the concrete 
meeting the gypsum surface requires ribs then the negative of the rib has 
to be manufactured. 

In case of a tissue - i.e. the r.c. micro
struclllre - the rib is formed within the 
elements. therefore the negative of the 
microstr{lcture is cast in~ the surface 
element in form of a two·way channel 
system. The tissue is always constructed 
0;1 a submodular (mic~o) grid (A) 
(Remember: 3~I = Smc). 

In case of a frozen shell - i.e. the r.e. 
primary structure - the rib is formed 
between the surface elements. therefore 
the negative of the primary structure 
is assembled through the additivitv of 
surface elements in~ form of a two'~Y'ay 
channel system - the cellular grid 
sys tem or" the primary structure. The 
frozen shell is constructed on the mod
ular (secondary) grid of the cells (B). 

13. The cycle of pouring: elimination of hydrostatic pressure: 
the use of gypsum for freezing the concrete 

The concrete itself meets the gypsum in the phase of pouring when. as a comequence or 
the moisture· absorbing capacity of the gypsum. the concrete poured in gets immediately 
stabilized. It free=es on the gypsum. 
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This phenomenon led to interesting results 
in the use of gypsum materials for struc
tural purposes. After many years of labo
ratory research we came to the conclusion 
that in the technological cycle of pouring 
(bringing about the inhomogeneous, aniso
tropic, monolithic structure) the hydro
static pressure of the concrete could be 
eliminated if a properly chosen concrete was 
poured in between properly formed gypsum 
layers. 

The recognition of this phenomenon made 
us aware of the inherent technological and 
economic possibilities of gypsum ;naterials 
for mass housing in developing countries. 
Gypsum, by its pOlLrability, porosity, low 
specific gravity, cheapness and availability, 
is a building material for mass housing 
likely to open new vistas for the building 
industry of developing countries. 

19. Conclusion: the inherent possibilities 
of complementary building methods in developing countries 

~ 
The Gutenberg-principled non-tectonic systems are products of a 

complementary building method insofar as they combine the factory produc
tion of surface elements with an in-situ technology of pouring. 

The selection of a complementary building method is very important, 
particularly in developing countries, 
a) because by basing the technology on pouring, an unusually high degree 

of mass production of surface elements on an unusually high degree of 
precision can be achieved with handicraft forms of production, whilst 
using only traditional materials; 

b) because thereby the technical advantages of capital-intensive technologies 
combine 'with the inherent social-economic possibilities of labour-intensive 
technologies, thus offering a possible solution for eliminating the 'well
kno"wn inner contradiction of building in developing countries; 

c) because the complementary building method combines the additive prin.,; 
ciple of construction with monolithic structure and thereby - beyond 
satisfying t,vin requirements of planning and producing for change - it 
produces buildings that are structurally rigid and earthquake resistant; 
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d) because factory-production - i.e. blind-manufacture - can be realized 
through elementary manufacturing apparatuses requiring very low invest
ment costs; and 

e) last but not least, the resulting open-system industrialization basically 
changes the whole structure of the building industry - both from social
economic and from technological aspects. Instead of requiring huge planted 
factories established at enormous investment costs, the structure of the 
industry consists of a system of elementary factories (micro-building
industrial units) which can be scattered throughout the country, and 
which mass-produce non-tectonic bricks by means of cheap, easily mass
producible, convertible, transportable and transplantable elementary manu= 
facturing apparatuses. 

Ground plan of the unit. Location of wall and floor elements in the grid system. See also 
photo 1. Each dimension can be expressed in a decimal (modular) and a geometrical, micro
cellular (submodular) value according to the formula of double co·ordination: 3M = Bme 
(~1 = 10 cm; me = 37.5 mm). 
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Basic flooT element (surface element; non-tectonic brick: floor negative: letter of the 
structural system). The gypsum element is constructed on the micro-grid (mc = 37.5 mm). 
The tissue of the reinforced concrete is determined bv the channel svstem manufactured 
into the gypsum element. Floor units are composed of two or three ba;ic gypsum elements. 
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Basic wall element (surface element: non-tectonic brick: wall negatiYe: letter of the 
structural system). The gypsum element is again constructed on the ~microgrid (mc 37.5 
mm). In wall elements, the channels are closed channels. The frozen shell always develops 
between two surface elements, In 'walls and beams of the experimental unit, six different 
elements were used. 
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Part II 

THE EXPERIMENTAL NON-TECTONIC STRUCTURAL UNIT 

1. Design 

The experimental non-tectonic unit is first of all destined to give a 
clear indication of how non-tectonic systems can be conceived. The emphasis 
of the experiments therefore was laid on showing the principles of design, 
manufacture, and the process of construction. 

In order to show both the structural system and the process of con
struction, the experimental unit is divided in two parts: the one is the very 
system, the second part is built in a full-size model directly exhibiting the 
interior structure. 

Photo 1. Overall view of the 
experimental structural unit. 
The part on the left-hand side 
is a full-size model of the 
structure. The principle of the 
verY system is shown on the 
rigl~t s·ide. Span of the beam: 
10 by 18 me = 10><67.5 em = 
= 6:75 m. 



Photo 2. Full-size lcooden 
model of the manufacturing 
apparatus. To explain the 
manufacturer the kind and 
composition of the machine 
for making non-tectonic bricks. 
each app;ratus and element 
was modelled in full size. The 
actual design of the apparatus 
was thus preceded by model
ling. Full-size models of the 
elements show the channel 
systems in the surface (wall, 
beam, floor) elements. Each 
channel within an element cor
responds to a key (a simple 
linear forming bar within the 
manufacturing apparatus, as 
shown by photos in section 2). 

Photo 3. The first four experi
mentally manufactllTed lcall 
elements of 3/4 me = 28 mm 
thickness. Rib inside the gyp
sum element is 5 mm ,\ide. 
The photo also shows the way 
of storage. Only the first 
element is fixed' in position, 
all the others are clipped on 
to the preceding one \\ith 
simple clips (15 mm;< 0.75 mm 
steel bands). 
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Photo 5. The internal channel 
system of the floor element. A 
close view of the bu tt end 
shows the system of closed 
and communicating channels. 
Grid dimension of a closed 
channel: me /: mc 37.5'< 
37.5 mm. 

Photo 4. The first experi
mentally manufactured floor 
element. The two-way channel 
system within the element 
determines the form of the r.e. 
tis!me. Thc floor unit is com
posed of two or more elements 
by proper addition. The ad
ditivity of non-tectonic bricks 
results' in continuous struc
tures. The tissue within the 
floor unit always goes through: 
the channels ~la;;lely beco~ne 
continuolls by addition. 

Photo 6. Storage of ,rail ele
ments. Y cry simple steel clips, 
cheap to mass-produce, easily 
store whole sets of elements, 
ayoiding costly means of stor
age. 



Photo 8. Jlanufacturing ap
paratus for floor elements: the 
frame. The process of assembly 
starts by the timber frame. 
followed' by the steel frame. 
The photo' shows the funda
mental principle of manufac
ture: In the apparatus only 
elementary, linear components 
are applied and the apparatus 
is assembled by "stacking" 
(principle of "pile of logs"). 
The quite simple elementary 
components that are there
fore easy and cheap to mass
produce - finally add up to 
a determined system. The "legs" 
of both frames are adjustable, 
to help horizontal adjustment 
of the steel frame. 

2. Manufacture 
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Photo 7. Storage of floor 
units. Another simple storage 
system. The concrete structur
ai tissue poured into the chan
ncls stiffens in lcss than a 
minute. This advantage is 
made m'e of by laking the 
unit from the aPI;aratus almost 
immediately. :'\ow. the frame 
under the ~nit is also a part 
of the apparatus. \Vhen the 
concrete stiffened the unit is 
taken \\'ith the same frame 
that is applied for storing. In 
the four periodic holes at the 
end of the 16 16 mm bars of 
the frame. simple 100 mm)/ 
0.'1 mm "posts" are placed, 
ea-i]y storing eight units aboye 
each' other.~ \~'hen the unit 
is built in. the frame is re
turned to the apparatus. 
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Photo 10. The cross-comb 
(double comb). The combs -
again linear elements - are 
i~portantandrelatiyely "com
plicated" components of the 
apparatus. They precisely po
sition and guide the keys. The 
Hv.-indo\\·s'~: i.e.~ openings in 
the comb, precisely determine 
the size and direction of keys. 
which in turn. create th~ 
channel svstem' in the floor 
elements '(to house the r.c. 
tissue). In conformity with 
the design of the basic floor 
elements the comb is con
structed on the "micro-grid" 
(grid dimension: mc X ~c 
37.5 mmx37.5 mm) 

Photo 9. The end of the frame, 
detail. The close view of the 
end of the frame shows how 
simply the principle of "stack
ing" works. The linear timber 
be~ams are precisely spaced 
and stiffened by thin-wall 
tubes, exactly locating the 8 
mm adjusting screws of the 
superposed steel frame. com
posed in turn of four linear 
"beams": a disk with rec
tangular . grooves stiffens cor
ners in position. The legs of 
the timber frame are simple 
14 mm steel bars fixed to the 
beam through pressure. Fur
ther four counter screws elim
inate timber warping. 

Photo 11. Jlanufacturing ap
paratlls for floor elements: 
longitudinal frame and cross
combs 



Photo 12. Cross-comos in place. 
The frames are assembled, the 
plate required is already set 
in and adjusted by the screws. 
Now, cross-combs (a double 
comb and a simple comb) are 
positioned iu a simple opera
tion by means of holes in the 
steel frame. and fixed bv 
serews. In the case shown, th;; 
cross-combs are all fixed. 

Photo 14. lvIanufacturing ap
paratus for floor elements: the 
combs and the system of double 
co-ordination. The principle of 
double co-ordination is seen 
by the combs which actually 
determine a two-wav channel 
svstem in the floor -elements. 
The manufactured elements fit 
into modular grids on the site. 
Any dimension that occurs 
on -the site can be composed 
of surface elements. In manu
facture, however, the modular 
dimensions of elements are 
produced through additivity 
of submodular keys fitting into 
the combs. In - non-te;tonic 
systems anv dimension that 
o-ccurs on t!le site is directly 
deriyed from the manufactur
ing apparatus. That is why 
the sYstem of co-ordination 
is a d'ouble one. 
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Photo 13. Longitudinal combs 
in place. Longitudinal combs 
guide the cross-keys forming 
the cross-wise channels in the 
floor element. There is again 
a double comb and a sin;ple 
comb, the double comb being 
moyable. Before the element 
is taken from the apparatus, 
the double comb is slightly 
moved awav from the f'iam~ 
in parallel position, by rotat
ing the two bars. 
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Photo 16. The empty mould 
is seen here from the hutt end 
toward the cross-combs. 

JI. pARE.·i.\TI 

Photo 15. The "mould". The 
mould of the basic elements 
is surrounded by four plates: 
1. fixed cross-comb: 2. mobile 
longitudinal combs (both are 
double, in order to help draw
ing the keys out of the mould 
without J·eviation); 3. a re
movable longitudinal plate, 
and .1. a removable hutt end. 
The bottom of the mould is 
a removable. smooth hard 
,inyl plate. . 

Photo 17. The "empty" mould 



Photo 18. The process of 
assembly ends by inserting 
the keys into "indows of the 
eombs: The end "hammers" 
help in removing the keys 
from the gypsum; they only 
translmt "axial" strokes. 

Photo 20. The rou: of upper 
cross-keys in closed posi tion 
and the row of longitudinal 
keys in open position. The 
element is poured when all 
the keys are "closed". i.e. 
inside the mould. When the 
keys are pulled out ("open") 
the kev ends are inside the 
double' comb as shown here. 

SOS-TECTOSIC SYSTE.HS 
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Photo 19. The ron' of /oU'er 
cross-keys. The keys are simple 
rectangular steel sections. ele
menta;y linear component 
parts. cheap and easy for 
mass production. There are 
seventeen 30 mm 11.2 mm 
keys in the lower ro\\·. All but 
th~ one at the butt-end are of 
the same size. 
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Photo 22. The elementary man
ufacturing apparatus com
pleted. The apparatus, exclu
sively composed of linear ele
ments, now appears as a 
system of frames, combs and 
keys. 
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Photo 21. The row of 10leer 
cross-keys 

Photo 23. The apparatus 
ready for gypsum pouring. 



Photo 24. The row of lower 
cross-keys in "closed" posi
tion, the row of longitudinal 
~eJ:s is ~~ing fitted in, the 

wllldows" for the row of up
per keys are still open. 
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Photo 26. :Manufacturing ap
paratus for floor elements. The 
system of keys. 

3* 
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Photo 25. The system of keys_ 
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Photo 28. Manufacturing ap
paratus for wall elements. The 
timber frame is mounted first. 
followed bv the steel frame: 
then the c~mbs and the kev~ 
will be placed. Again, only 
linear components are used, 
according to the principle of 
"stacking". The cross keys in 
this case come from below 
and pierce the hard PVC plate. 

Photo 27. The system of keys. 



Photo 29. The wall apparatus 
is composed exactly as the 
floor apparatus. 'Vall elements 
contain. however. a closed 
channel system. The frozen 
shell is fo~med between t\\·o 
elements. In case of wall 
elements only the longitudinal 
keys are used. in case of beam 
elements . as shown bv 
photo - the cross-keys ar~ 
used. too. This appar~tus is 
conrertible. The six different 
sizes and forms required have 
simply been realized through 
a combination of keys and 
proper adjusting of tl;e hutt 
end. 

Photo 31. 11anufacturing ap
paratus for lcull elements. 
ready for gypsum pouring. 
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Photo 30. The elementary 
lnanufactnring: apparatus i~s 
completed by inserting the 
keys. to become a convertible 
sv~tem of frames, comhs and 
k~ys. 
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Photo 33. Possibility of anv 
mistake is elimiuat~d: no 4. 
mm steel can be left out or 
displaced since reinforcement 
can onlv 'be "threaded in" 
through 'proper holes, and any 
empty hole would show the 
mistake. Since the form of 
tissue is determined hv the 
gypsum element and th~ sys
tem of reinforcement by the 
apparatus, the products 
the preassembled floor units 
- are reliably repetitive. 
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Photo 32. The completed re
inforcing apparatus. The tim
ber frame is now topped by a 
steel frame (oflinear elements) 
to keep the combs in place. 
These combs serve for the 
precise location of the reinforce
ment lrithin the channels, by 
means of a periodic punch 
system. Thus. the highest 
degree of pr~eision ca;;: be 
achieved hy unskilled labour. 

Photo 34. The process of re
inforcement. First, the auxil
iary steel frame (photo 7) is 
fitted in the apparatus. Then, 
the required number - two 
or three - of elements are 
placed into the apparatus side 
bv side and reinforced as fol-
10'w5: first the longitudinal 
reinforcing bands are threaded 
through the respective chan
nels, and fixed at the butt 
ends. Then the 4 mm ,vires are 
threaded through the punch 
system. The channels of the 
g;"psum elements add up to a 
periodic channel systemlocat
ing the reinforcement ,dthin 
th~ cross-channels. The punch 
system exactly corresponds to 
the periodic channel system 
in the elements, as shown 
here. 



Photo 35. The complete re
inforcement seen from the 
butt end. before the concrete 
is poured in. The concrete 
poured into the narro'w com
municating channel system 
stiffens in less than a minute. 
Further 5 to 8 minu tes are 
needed for a quick surface 
finishing. Ten minutes after 
the co~erete is poured, the 
completed unit may be taken 
out for storage. 
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Photo 36. The complete floor 
unit. The structural tissue, 
cast in the cross-channels, 
appears on the side, the tissue 
cast in the longitudinal chan
nels ends in the "nose". The 
longitudinal reinforcing strip 
protrudes from the concrete 
and is folded back to keep 
within the confines of the 
element. This is how the ele
ments can be lifted between 
the beams. Aiter placing, the 
nose will exactly face a 
"window" (ca,it~:) of the 
beam into which the steel 
strips "ill be folded out to 
hold the units until final 
structural connection is estab
lished. 
The auxiliary frame beneath 
the element' is seen 50 help 
storage. The little 0 ;) mm 
100 1;;'m steel "columns" both 
support aud space the units 
above each other during stor
age. 
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3. Building 

As stated in item 8, in Gutenberg-principled nou-tectonic building 
there are two basic types of in-situ operatious corresponding to the com
plementary character of the building method. The one is the assembly of surface, 
the other the cycle of pouring. It is important to note again that the process 
of non-tectonic building is the opposite of the usual, tectonic building. 

Photo 37. Tb" process of 
Gutenberg-principled build
ing: reinforcing the U -shaped 
lcall pillars. The sequence of 
operations starts "ith the 
assembh- of reinforcement for 
the U-shaped walls. 
In non-tectonic building. the 
smalIes t unit of verticil ad
dith·itv of reinforcement is 
one ";ow". According to the 
principle of additivity of ele
mentary linear components, 
the reinforcemcn t is assembled 
of 3 nun ,,-ire; without 
welding. binding, or riveting, 
-- simply by th'i-eading. keep
ing the storev-high reinforce
m~nt in position ~dthout sup
ports. The reinforcing strips 
led round the corners unite 
the independent ,,-ires into a 
svstem. and in final account. 
I~nd seismic safetv to th~ 
whole of the building. since 
now tbe corners wil( be the 
strong points of the structure. 
The little U-shaped auxiliary 
tool seen in the foreground 
keeps the surface elem~nts in 
exactly vertical position until 
concreting is finished. 
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Photo 38. U-shaped lwll-pillar 
completed to beam level. The 
U-shaped wall-pillar is com
posed of three "rows" of non
tectonic wall elements. The 
assemblv of reinforcement is 
followed by that of the surface 
"row by r~w". One row of the 
U-5hap~d wall is composed of 
eight surface elements (4 in
side, 4 outside), the open butt 
ends are closed by "specials". 
The surface elements tempo
rarily fixed by the U-shaped 
auxiliary tool get concreted. 
then the" auxilia;v tool is raised 
by one row and 'placed on top 
of the former one. ::\ ote the 
different jointillg points in the 
butt end "specials". They 
will serve for supporting the 
auxiliary beam (see photo 1). 
and for the connection of 
window and door frames. 

Photo 40. Beam reinforcement. 
A "needle" (a bar with 
threaded end) is fitted in each 
hole from underneath 5ce 
photos 48. -1,9 - and screwed 
into a cylinder ,dth internal 
thread. From above another. 
so-called "leading needle" i5 
screwed into the ~ same cylin
der. The .~ 6 mm leading 
needle is provided with reg:ula~ 
indentations to locate a speci
fied number of .,. 4 mm 
longitudinal reinforcing wire5. 
Ea~h indentation holds twin
ned reinforcing wires bv means 
of very simpl~ clips. . 
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Photo 39. The assembly of 
beams. mounting the auxiliary 
beam. 'When two opposite LT 
wall-pillars are ready up to 
beam level. then the auxiliary 
beams - light timber I-beam's 

with a s~·;.otcm of holes an(l 
"posb" a~e mounted. Th'c 
holes will serye for precisely 
loca ling the beam reinforce
ment. the posts support the 
beam surface elements until 
concrete is poured in. Rein
forcements of beam and wall 
will be in interaction. 
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Photo 4? Beam and Irall 
reinforcement abor€ support. 
Twinned wires are used for 
taking up shear stresses aboye 
support at the beam end. 
Photo clearly shows the in ter
locking system of different 
kinds 'Of r~inforcement. 

Photo ·H. Beam and Irall 
reinforcement. The reinforce
ment of the beam protrudes 
into the "wings" of the G
shaped ,mll-pillar to consti
tute a continuous reinforce
ment - a "ring" - led round 
the corner by ~the reinforcing 
strips of the ,;·all. The auxiliary 
positioning tool gets now into 
top position. It rests on four 
"tongues"wmch can be driven 
out ;nd withdrawn bv turning 
around the handle·s. Afte~ 
assembly of surface elements. 
the two' beams and the two 
U-walls finallv create a ring 
to be concreted as a singl~ 
unit. 

Photo .!S. The s)'stem of beam 
reinforcement. ~ow, all hori
zontal t"inned reinforcing 
wires are clipped to the lead
ing needles. The exactly par
allel "ires give the impres
sion of prestressed reinforce
ment. The last two parallel 
"ires at the top of the beam 
outline the zone where the 
'';dndows'' of bemn elements 
will appear. The completed 
beam in the background shows 
the system of ";dndows" in 
the beam. 



Photo 44. Connection bctlcecn 
beam and l"all. The lower 1'0\\' 

of the z 3 mm twinned rein
forcing wires, clipped to the 
leading needles, disappears 
between the snrface elements 
in the top row of the 'C -shaped 
wall-pillar. Below, the auxil
iary beam is seen on top of 
which now the beam snrface 
elements will be ns-embled. 

Photo 46. The beam completed. 
Situation immediately after 
concreting. The auxiliary tim
ber beam is removed and so 
are the plugs; the windows 
within the surface elements of 
the beam now appear as a 
periodic system of open chan
nels to take the longitudinal 
reinforcing strips of the floor 
units. The beam - produced 
by complementary building 
method is seen to be the 
combined result from factorv 
production of surface (gyp
sum) elements and an in-situ 
technology of pouring (frozen 
r.C. shell "blade"). 
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Photo .1:;. AssemblY of beam. 
stage before pouring: \,i/hen the 
benm reinforcement is ready. 
the surface gets assembled. 
Posts of auxiliary beam ex
actl"\" locate the beam surface 
elen;ents. Before concreting 
the beam the windows ar~ 
carefully "plugged" to pro
vide for the future connection 
between beam and opposite 
floor units. Then little punched 
clips are fitted. on top of the 
needles, to thrust the opposite 
gypsum elemen ts against the 
posts and to maintain exact 
verticality of the needles. The 
beam is ready for concreting. 
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Photo 48. The "completed" 
experimental unit. The longi
tudinal edge of the floor unit 
is seen her'C exposed, showing 
the ti"sue-strueture. In mid
field. floor units arc composed 
of three. an,1 within the r
wall-pillar, of two units. The 
U -shaped frozen-shell wall
pillar is coherent with a model 
beam (in the foreground) and 
a r.c. "blade" (in the back
ground). 

Photo 47. Junction between 
floor units and beam. When 
the floor unit is lifted in posi
tion_ its "noses" exactly face 
windows in the beam. ·::'\ow. 
the reinforcing strips fold out 
from the butt end, as a tem
porary support for the floor. 
The opposite steel strips meet 
within the window. The win
dows and the noses are seen 
to form a U-shaped open 
channeL By pouring in this 
channeL a homogeneous joint 
comes about. the structure 
becomes monolithic. This joint 
actuallY is a technological 
translaiion of riveting of ~teel 
structures into the "language 
of r.c. tissue structures." " 

Photo ·l9. To demonstrate at 
the same time structural sys
tem and process of con
struction, the experimental 
uuit is presented here in 
two part~: the actual non
tectonic unit (in the hack
ground) and the model unit 
showing interior structure (in 
the foreground). The openings 
in the model C-shaped wall
pillar expose the system of 
reinforcement inside the fold
ed r.e. shell structure. 



Photo 50. The experimental 
unit. Reinforcement of the 
folded r.c. membrane i5 led 
round the corner by steel 
strips, making the coiner the 
strong point ~ of non-tectonic 
structures and proyiding earth
quake safety. 

Photo 52. The auxiliary posi
tioning tool is seen within the 
U-shaped wall-pillar in "zero" 
position. The auxiliary beam 
rests on the "door frame", a 
linear 94 mm timber lath 
screwed to the r.c. membrane. 
The last pair of posts at the 
end of the beam is turned 
down. creating a safe connec
tion between ~auxiliarv beam. 
door frame and wall.' . 
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Photo 51. The full-size model 
unit seen from the "entrance" 
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Summary 

J'hoto 53. Full-size model unit: 
stage preceding the assembly 
of the beam surface elements. 

A fundamentally new building method for solving problems of mass housing partic
ularly in developing countries is expanded. It is founded on the elimination of the principle 
of tectonics from building. This new sYStem not rel-ying on skilled labour - works 'with 
non-load-bearing gy-psum -surface elem~nts. assembled ~n the site and stiffened by pouring 
in concrete. 
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